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‘Governance’ and the board 

Governance is how boards…..

 Steer the direction of the organisation 

 Make decisions

 Have oversight of the allocation of resources

Monitor achievement of results

 Are held accountable 

……………i.e. hold the organisation ‘in trust’ 



Based on Bates Wells & Braithwaite

Charity trustees – legal responsibilities 

“Trustees have ultimate responsibility for the control 

and management of charity’s administration” 



Duties of  charity trustees

Trustees must accept ultimate responsibility for 

directing the affairs of the charity.

They have a 

Duty of compliance

Duty of prudence

Duty of Care 

The Essential Trustee CC3



Primary Legal responsibilities

1. The proper administration of the charity 

2. Hold ultimate responsibility  for all resources and all that the 

charity does

3. Act reasonably, prudently and within the law

4. To safeguard and protect all the assets

5. To act collectively, so that all decisions and responsibilities are 

shared

6. To act in the best interests of the organisation

7. To avoid any conflict of interests



Primary Legal responsibilities

In summary…….

Trustees have a duty to engage in the letter 
and the spirit of the law.



Charity Commission Governance triangle



The Chair and the board



Chair’s legal status

 No special powers - unless granted in your governing 

document

 Board retains collective responsibility

Common myths about the role:

 Chairs have a casting vote

 Chairs are empowered to take ‘Chair’s action’ on a wide 

range of matters



A Chair’s Compass

Clarity of purpose

Cohesive board

Constructive relationships

Considered 
decision-making



Chair-CEO relationship 



Stages in the relationship

© Association of Chairs



Know yourself

© Association of Chairs



Your Chair/CEO relationship - in or out of 
balance?

• Flexible access

• Airing differences

• Challenging 

• Divergent views

• Helicopter

• Friendship - help 

• Dependent

• You lead

• A united front?

• Supportive

• Convergent

• Close up

• Friendship - hinders

• Independent

• They lead



A good relationship, what helps? 
Themes from the literature

 Trust = ability, benevolence, integrity, predictability 

 Candour, and independence of thought 

 Agreeing boundaries 

 Valuing the other....

Chairs value - competence, authenticity, willingness to learn

CEOs value - good listening, credibility, status equivalence



Impediments to a good relationship 
Themes from the literature

 Dominant Chair or CEO 

 Passive or weak Chair 

 Differing response to complexity 

 Behaviour - aggressive/constructive challenge 

 Lack of clarity about roles 

 Conflicts remaining unresolved

 Insufficient time committed to relationship 



Signs of a troubled relationship 

 Unpleasant ‘surprises’, with no early alert

 Doubt about explanations offered

 Muttering among board and/or senior staff

 Situation causing one of you anxiety

 Bypass each other & go direct to trustee or staff 

 CEO appraisal not undertaken or incomplete



When things go wrong –
questions to consider 

 Are areas of dispute significant or a side-show?

 Does one of you need external help or support?

 Is it a genuine misunderstanding?

 A fundamental disagreement -strategy, values, culture?

 Could mediation be productive ?

 Is relationship irreparably damaged?



What you can expect Chairs to do
for themselves

• Be proactive about their induction programme

• Discuss what they want to contribute and achieve

• Seek support e.g. coach or mentor

• Consider how a Vice or Deputy Chair can help

• Identify their top learning needs

• Ask for feedback and a review 



Effective Boards

 Set and maintain vision, mission and values

 Ensure compliance with governing document & the law

 Champion the organisation; know what it does! 

 Engage in the development of strategy

 Understand the role of staff and volunteers

 Establish and monitor policies

 Maintain fiscal oversight

 Select, support and monitor the chief executive

 Ensure appropriate employment/volunteering procedures



ruth.lesirge@associationofchairs.org.uk
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Charity Governance
Code

• Developed by steering group

• Independent chair

• Voluntary 

• Can be adapted to context

• Significant consultation

• Endorsed by Charity Commission

and supported by House of Lords 
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What’s new: using the Code

Foundation and seven principles, each with 
a rationale, outcomes and recommended 
practice.

‘Apply or Explain’ approach. Publish 
statement in annual report.  



Foundation

Committed to the cause

Recognise meeting public benefit is an on-
going requirement

Understand role and legal responsibilities

Commit to good governance



Principles: Organisational
purpose
The board is clear about the charity’s aims and 
ensures that these are being delivered effectively 
and sustainably.

Organisational purpose: stay relevant and valid
Achieving purpose: clarity about desired outputs, 
outcomes and impacts.
Analysing external environment/planning for 
sustainability

Does long-term planning take place?
Benefits and risks of partnerships, merger? 
Broader responsibilities. Derived from 
Companies Act, but suspect little current 
take-up?  



Principles: Leadership (1)

Every charity is led by an effective board 
that provides strategic leadership in line 
with the charity’s aims and values. 

Leading the charity

Increased emphasis on:

The chair’s role

Recognising and respecting diverse, different 
and, at times, conflicting trustee views

Rationale, benefits and risks of subsidiaries. 



Principles: Leadership (2)

Leading by example

Overly polite -v- welcoming differing views. 
Healthy tension -v- conflict 

Staff role in providing information, advice and 
feedback? (Attendance at Board meetings?)  

Commitment

Sufficient time – in between meetings as well 
as at the Board?

Volunteers v trustees



Principles: Integrity
The board acts with integrity, 

adopting values and creating a culture which 
helps achieve the organisation’s charitable 
purposes. The board is aware of the 
importance of the public’s confidence and 
trust in charities, and trustees undertake their 
duties accordingly.  

Maintaining the charity’s reputation
Code of Conduct

Identifying, dealing with and recording conflicts 
of interest/loyalty 



Principles: Decision making, risk 
and control (1)

The board makes sure that its decision-
making processes are informed, rigorous and 
timely and that effective delegation, control 
and risk-assessment and management 
systems are set up and monitored.

Delegation and control

Delegations and reserved matters documentation

Regularly reviewing key policies and procedures



Principles: Decision making, risk
and control (2)

Managing and monitoring organisational 
performance

Actively managing risks

Review effectiveness of the approach as least 
every year

Appointing auditors and audits

Alleged improprieties, misconduct or 
wrongdoing 



Principles: Board 
effectiveness (1)

The board works as an effective team, using 
the appropriate balance of skills, experience, 
backgrounds and knowledge to make 
informed decisions.  

Working as an effective team
Vice chair, or similar

Ability to work together as a team

Constructive challenge

Access to specialist in-house or external 
governance advice and support. 



Principles: Board 
effectiveness (2)

Reviewing the board’s composition
At least five, no more than 12

Overseeing appointments
Formal, rigorous and transparent

Good reason if exceed nine years 

Developing the board
Appropriately resourced induction

Board annual review (external evaluation every 
three years) and explain in annual report



Principles: Diversity

The board’s approach to diversity supports 
its effectiveness, leadership and decision 
making.  

Recruiting diverse trustees. (No explicit 
percentages. Include diversity in annual board 
reviews.)

Training or reflection on diversity.

Positive effort to remove obstacles. Would 
payment help?

Monitoring and reporting
Publish an annual description. 



Principles: Open and 
accountable 
The board leads the organisation in being 
transparent and accountable. The charity is 
open in its work, unless there is good reason 
for it not to be.    

Communicating/consulting with stakeholders

Developing a culture of openness within the 
charity

A register of interest and agreed approach for how 
these are communicated publicly 

Publish remuneration levels of senior staff  



Some early adopters
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Resources
Being developed. 

See lawyers and accountants self assessment 
templates and checklists

Blogs:
e.g. NCVO 
https://blogs.ncvo.org.uk/2017/10/17/governance-
round-up-october-2017/

E.g. ICSA 
https://www.icsa.org.uk/knowledge/governance-
and-compliance/features/magnificent-seven-
principles-of-charity-governance

https://blogs.ncvo.org.uk/2017/10/17/governance-round-up-october-2017/
https://www.icsa.org.uk/knowledge/governance-and-compliance/features/magnificent-seven-principles-of-charity-governance
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Greater London Volunteering Trustee Conference 

Lloyds Bank Foundation Approach to Supporting Charities

51Follow us on Twitter @LBFEW www.lloydsbankfoundation.org.uk

Sara Cooney
Grant Manager London and South Central England



Why we fund small and local charities

1. Local knowledge & understanding
rooted/embedded in their communities

2. Boosting local social capital
building/nurturing networks (from not to the community)

3. Working with complex needs
foster trust & person-centred

4. Innovation in service delivery
responsive & adaptive, not one-size fits all
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Supporting London Charities (June 2017)
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Information on
LBF grants 
available at: 
http://www.three
sixtygiving.org

http://www.threesixtygiving.org/


Our Programmes
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Foundation Triangle Model – Our response to the Environment
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Grantmaker

Influencer

Development 
agency



Enhance - Our Approach to Funder Plus Support
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• Optional and available to all grantees
• Local Grant Managers work with grantees to identify their 

development needs and explore options to address these
• Invest grantees – aim is to identify a programme of support 

over the whole life of the grant
• Enable grantees – may provide additional support for funded 

activity or meet another development need
• Examples of support

• Developing a charity’s strategy and business plan
• Development of an outcomes or monitoring framework
• Governance reviews and board development
• Specific guidance on areas such as HR or building a digital 

infrastructure
• A mentor or ‘critical friend’ relationship with a volunteer within Lloyds 

Banking Group



Enhance - Our Approach to Funder Plus Support

• Sources of Support

• Structured Packages of Support

• Independent Consultancy Support

• Networking Support and Training 

Opportunities

• Mentoring Support and skills based 

volunteering
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Enhance – Off the Shelf Structured Support 

58

An increasing range of ‘products’ in 
response to requests from and 
identified needs of those we fund.
• Quality Standards
• Monitoring and Impact 

Measurement
• Specialist Support – IT, 

Buildings, Communications and 
Social Media

http://www.lamplightdb.co.uk/
http://www.lamplightdb.co.uk/


Enhance – Individual Support
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Provided by general and specialist 
independent local consultants
• To work to an agreed brief –eg

strategy and planning, governance 
reviews,  restructuring, contract 
bidding skills, building partnerships

• To help the charity identify and 
prioritise their development needs

• Can work with trustees, staff or both



Enhance – Networking Support

60

• The most recently developed type of 
support

• An Ella Forum in each Region 
• An Action Learning approach
• Good feedback so far

• Training and Networking 
opportunities eg Stronger Voices 
Media Training

• Connecting charities experiencing 
similar challenges



Enhance – Mentoring Support and Skills Based Volunteering

61

• Enables the Foundation to draw on the 
resources of our corporate partner

• All grantees offered a Lloyds mentor
• Often leads to leveraging of additional 

volunteering support
• Mentors have progressed to trustees
• 80 mentors supporting London charities
• Currently developing packages of skills 

based volunteering to complement the 
work of mentors
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Thank you for joining us for 

our charity leadership 

conference

We hope you enjoyed the 

day

#GLVLeadership


